
 
Mary Ann, 
  
Thanks for your message to Cari. Please find the documents that she shared attached. 
  
Have a great evening and thanks again for all that you do! 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Kevin Smith, 
Educational Policy Analyst, 
Just Read, Florida! Office 
Florida Department of Education 
325 W. Gaines Street, Suite 501  
Tallahassee, Florida 32399 
(850) 2450503 
(850) 2455105 (Fax) 
www.justreadflorida.com 

 
  
From: Cari Miller (Cari@excelined.org) [mailto:Cari@excelined.org]  
Sent: Wednesday, November 09, 2011 4:25 PM 
To: Smith, Kevin 
Subject: RE: FASDLC Follow Up 
  
Here you go. 
  
Have a good evening! 
Cari 
  
From: Smith, Kevin [mailto:Kevin.Smith@fldoe.org]  
Sent: Wednesday, November 09, 2011 3:57 PM 
To: Cari Miller (Cari@excelined.org) 
Subject: FW: FASDLC Follow Up 
  
FYI   
  
Sincerely, 
  
Kevin Smith, 
Educational Policy Analyst, 
Just Read, Florida! Office 
Florida Department of Education 
325 W. Gaines Street, Suite 501  
Tallahassee, Florida 32399 
(850) 2450503 
(850) 2455105 (Fax) 
www.justreadflorida.com 

 
  
From: Mary Ann Ahearn [mailto:ahearnm@nefec.org]  
Sent: Wednesday, November 09, 2011 1:27 PM 
To: Mary Ann Ahearn; McDaniel, Eileen; Moore, John; Brandy Meetze; 'adelehant@gmail.com'; Miller, 
Cari; 'jean.lamar@nassau.k12.fl.us'; 'isaacm@schultzcenter.org'; 'woodcockm@schultzcenter.org'; 'ssailor@mail.clay.k12.fl.us'; 'aboltze@pasco.k12.fl.us'; 'joannal.johnson@p
olkfl.net'; 'BeagleV@mail.santarosa.k12.fl.us'; 'Corbet_Wilson@scps.k12.fl.us'; 'Robin_Dehlinger@scps.k12.fl.us'; Fisher, Latasha; Tillman, Jodi; Sweet, Teresa; 'Joyce 
Skaff**'; 'trunions@bellsouth.net'; 'Chris_Bress@ccps.k12.fl.us'; 'esdi@talstar.com' 
Subject: RE: FASDLC Follow Up 
  
Good Afternoon –  
  
I hope this email finds you doing well. One point of follow up to our FASD Leadership Conference – if you’ve already sent your presentations for posting on the 
FASD website, thank you very much.  If you haven’t had a chance yet, we’d greatly appreciate you finding that trusty jump drive and sending your presentation to me 
at your earliest convenience and I’ll take care of forwarding it for posting. The FASD membership appreciates your generosity in sharing your information. 
  
Take care and best wishes for an enjoyable Thanksgiving holiday.  
  
From: Mary Ann Ahearn  
Sent: Tuesday, October 11, 2011 2:52 PM 

From:   Smith, Kevin

Sent time:   Wednesday, November 09, 2011 4:28:00 PM

To:   ahearnm@nefec.org

Cc:   Cari Miller (Cari@excelined.org) <Cari@excelined.org>

Subject:   FW: FASDLC Follow Up

Attachments:  
11_FASD_What's New_What's Next_JRF Focus.pptx   Food Addiction Writing in Response to Reading.docx   Food Addiction Directed Note Taking.docx   Food Addiction 

Module Overview.docx   Food Addiction Works Like Drug Addiction In The Brain.pdf   
  

http://www.justreadflorida.com/
http://www.justreadflorida.com/
mailto:%5Bmailto:ahearnm@nefec.org%5D


To: Mary Ann Ahearn; 'eileen.mcdaniel@fldoe.org'; 'Moore, John'; Brandy 
Meetze; 'adelehant@gmail.com'; 'Cari.Miller@fldoe.org'; 'jean.lamar@nassau.k12.fl.us'; 'isaacm@schultzcenter.org'; 'woodcockm@schultzcenter.org'; 'ssailor@mail.clay.k12.fl
.us'; 'aboltze@pasco.k12.fl.us'; 'joannal.johnson@polk
fl.net'; 'BeagleV@mail.santarosa.k12.fl.us'; 'Corbet_Wilson@scps.k12.fl.us'; 'Robin_Dehlinger@scps.k12.fl.us'; 'latasha.fisher@fldoe.org'; 'jodi.tillman@fldoe.org'; 'teresa.swee
t@fldoe.org'; 'Joyce Skaff**'; 'trunions@bellsouth.net'; 'Chris_Bress@ccps.k12.fl.us'; 'esdi@talstar.com' 
Cc: 'Joyce.Menz@nassau.k12.fl.us'; 'Chuck Bradley'; 'Bette Zippin'; 'WPGL Consulting'; 'Cathy Starling' 
Subject: FASDLC Follow Up 
  
Dear FASDLC Presenters –  
On behalf of our conference coordinators Joyce and Chuck, and the entire FASDLC Planning Committee and FASD Board, I’d like to thank you very much for your contributions 
to our FASD Leadership Conference last month in St. Petersburg. Your presentations contributed greatly to the success of the conference and our participants appreciated the 
variety of applicable topics and access to presenters who were “in the know”.  From the general sessions, to the action labs and concurrent sessions, favorable comments 
were shared by many.   
Please know how appreciative we are that you were able to carve out time from your busy schedules to share your time and expertise with our constituents. Following this 
email, you will individually receive the evaluation summaries for your session(s). We thought you would appreciate receiving the feedback from your attendees. If you are the 
lead presenter, please be sure to share the results with the members of your presentation teams. 
Please let me know if you have any questions and be sure to contact FASD if we may be of assistance to you.  Again, many thanks and best wishes!   
Sincerely, 
Mary Ann Ahearn 
  
   

Mary Ann Ahearn 
Administrator, ESE Special Projects 
FDLRS Administration/HRD Project 
3841 Reid Street, Palatka, FL 32177 
Ph:  3863122265     Fax:  3863293835 
Email:       ahearnm@nefec.org  
  
Have a great dayJ 

mailto:ahearnm@nefec.org








ESSENTIAL QUESTION – Shaping Your Written Response

Food Addiction Works Like Drug Addiction in the Brain



Predict which environmental factors effect personal health.

Predictive response before reading and extended text discussion: 































First draft after reading the selection and completing text marking:

According to the text and your text marking discussion, which environmental factors strongly effect personal health?











































Final response after rereading the text and extended text discussion:



According to the text and further discussion, which environmental factor most strongly effects personal health?



































































Consider how did your thinking improve each time you were asked to do this written response?



Collaborative work:

Sharing your written response with others and hearing differing viewpoints. 
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Comprehension Instructional Sequence Module Overview

	 HEALTH EDUCATION EXAMPLE



PURPOSE:

This professional development provides: 

· A sequence of instruction that supports deeper engagement with text.  Opportunities to use the Comprehension Instructional Sequence as a reader. 

· A debriefing session for analyzing the Comprehension Instructional Sequence as a teacher

· Practice in planning for the use of this instructional sequence.

· A model of how to differentiate instruction. 



OBJECTIVES: 

· Professional Development Objectives:

· To demonstrate a dynamic instructional process for deeper text comprehension:  Model an example lesson for teachers/participants to learn how to use the three-step comprehension instructional process described in the flowchart, Teaching Reading Comprehension Through Instructional Sequence

· Provide practice opportunities for teachers/participants to use the comprehension instructional process

· Example Lesson Objectives:

· Students will deeply process and comprehend a short text through reading and rereading, generating questions and answers based on the text, and participating in extended text discussion.

· Students will evaluate the validity of health information.

· Students will predict how environmental factors effect personal health.



PREPARATION:

· Write all pre-determined questions that guide critical thinking on a chart or board prior to the lesson in order to maintain focus and pace of discussions.



MATERIALS:

· Handouts

· Flowchart: Comprehension Instructional Sequence

· Example Lessons:

· Model Lesson handouts:

·  Huffington Post article, “Food Addiction Works Like Drug Addiction in the Brain” available at http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/04/05/food-addiction-brain_n_844931.html 

· Directed Note-taking: Food Addiction Works Like Drug Addiction in the Brain ESSENTIAL QUESTION – Shaping Your Written Response Handout

· Display Materials:

· Question Generation Poster

· Words for Vocabulary Word Wall:  

· Words introduced in this section: sustainable, functional magnetic resonance imaging, anterior cingulated cortex, medial orbiofrontal cortex, omnipresent

· Words introduced previously in text-reading:  compulsive, anticipation, palatable, ubiquitous

· Supplies:

· Sticky notes

· Chart Paper 

· Markers

INTRODUCTION:

· Purpose

· Provide an overview of the Comprehension Instructional Sequence to enable participants to see the big picture for the session. 

1. Comprehension Instructional Sequence flowchart

2. Participants read the Comprehension Instructional Sequence Example Lesson 

· What does this look like for instruction? 



INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Purpose:  To teach and guide students/ participants to think more deeply as they read text by using a three-step process.



Step 1: Vocabulary Instruction and Modeling Reading to Build Comprehension:



Tasks:  Teacher asks hook question, reads aloud to students while students mark text, students read the text and participate in directed note-taking.



Purpose:  To bring world relevance to text reading, establish a purpose for reading, model fluent reading, provide opportunities for students to become interactive with the text, and think critically about information in the text.

	

A. Set the purpose for reading:

· Ask the students hook question to bring world relevance to text reading:

What qualifies as an addiction?

After this discussion, have students complete the predictive response – Essential Question – Shaping Your Written Response.

Question: Predict how environmental factors can effect personal health.



B. Vocabulary Instruction:

· Introduce the word sustainable (paragraph 3).  Note that the root ‘sustain’ appears along with ‘able’ and that ‘sustain’ means to uphold and ‘able’ in this case means the ability to. Knowing this helps us to ascertain that the word sustainable in this context has to do with upholding weight loss over time. 

· Direct the students to the words anterior cingulated cortex and medial orbiofrontal cortex (paragraph 6).  The phrase containing these terms reads, “…triggered brain activity in the anterior cingulated cortex and the medial orbiofrontal cortex – brain areas that have been implicated in an addict’s urge to use drugs.”  This phrase would lead us to believe that these are sections of the brain that respond to urges, possibly in particular those brought on by visual cues.  

You may wish to share one or two more vocabulary words from the list provided in the display materials section.



B. Teacher reads a few paragraphs the text aloud to the students.  Read “Food Addiction Works Like Drug Addiction in the Brain” aloud. As students listen and follow along in their text, require students to mark/code their text:

· H – This section of text includes information presented as a scientific hypothesis. 

· FI – This section of text includes information presented as a scientific finding.

· FA – This section of text includes information presented as a scientific fact.

After reading the text aloud, invite students to discuss differences and similarities in text coding. 



C. Students read the same text, “Food Addiction Works Like Drug Addiction in the Brain” and take notes as directed. 

· Before reading, present a guiding question to direct students’ thinking while they read and take notes. Guiding Question:  According to the article, which factors impact health choices? (Use Directed Note-Taking Handout). 

· Have students read independently, in pairs, or in small groups.  Throughout this time, the teacher can scaffold a small group of struggling students to support their text reading and note-taking.

· After students finish their note-taking:

· Have students compare notes with classmates (in pairs or in small groups)

· Have student partners or student groups place a star next to the most significant note in each category (relevance, reliability, authority purpose).



Revisit– Essential Question – Shaping Your Written Response and complete the response after directed note-taking and discussion.



Step 2: Rereading and Question Generation to Deepen Comprehension:



Tasks:  Teacher models the generation of a complex question based on a section of text, relating to a broad perspective or issue.  Students record the questions, and then students re-read the text to generate their own questions.  



Purpose:  To provide students with a demonstration of question generation and the opportunity for them to interact with the text by generating questions to further deepen their comprehension.



A. Model re-reading a portion of the text and generate one or two questions: 

· Read the first two paragraphs and model the creation of the following questions: 

1. Do olfactory (smelling) cues have the same effect?

2. How many other known visual cues are believed to have a similar effect on brain function?

Display the questions. Students/participants copy the questions on the Questions section of their Directed Note-taking paper.



B. Students review/scan the text and use their recorded notes to generate questions about information in the text.  Students record their questions on chart paper as they work in pairs, triads, or small groups.  Meanwhile, the teacher roams the room, listening to the quality of student thinking as a means of formative assessment.  (NOTE: Students focus just on question generation and will have subsequent opportunities to generate their answers.)  



To conclude question generation, the teacher has students:

· share their questions with the whole class and discuss which questions they have in common, and which questions are most relevant or significant to their learning

· record/post common and relevant/significant questions and classify/categorize them for future use in:

· extended text discussion

· seeking answers in text-reading throughout the remainder of the chapter/unit

· focusing on unanswered questions in collaborative inquiry. 

		

Step 3:  Using Text-Based Essential Questions to Facilitate Student Thinking While Reading.



Task:  Teacher posts an essential question that is text-based, students discuss answers, review/revise answers to essential question based on discussion.



Purpose:  To provide opportunities for students to interact with the text and with their peers to facilitate complex thinking and deep comprehension of text.

	

A. Develop an essential question aligned to FCAT Item Specifications.  Questions from the textbook may be adapted to align with the specifications. Point participants to the following essential question for the example lesson: This question aligns with Benchmark LA.8.1.7.3 (2007).

According to the text, 



B. Direct students to their completed graphic organizer to help them answer the posted essential question. Direct students to their Directed Note-Taking Handout as a tool for responding to the essential question.



C. Students share their answers with a partner or in small groups.



D. Students complete their final writing response on  (
Benchmarks:
Benchmark Number: 
LA.8.1.7.3
 
Benchmark Description: 
LA.8
.1.7.3: The student will determine the main idea or essential message in grade-level text through inferring, paraphrasing, summarizing, and identifying relevant details;  
HE.8.C.1.3: Predict how environmental factors 
effect
 personal health.
)Essential Question – Shaping Your Written Response.
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Just Read, Florida!

Cari Miller

Deputy  Director, Just Read, Florida! 













Areas of Focus

Quality Literacy Instruction from the Beginning - Common Core State Standards Implementation

Text Complexity - Text Matters!

NGCAR-PD

Reading Intervention

Content Area Reading Instruction in all classrooms – Comprehension Instructional Sequence















Quality Literacy Instruction from the Beginning

Start Early

Common Core State Standards implementation

Foundational Reading Skills

Close Reading………..A lot!

Text Based Questions

Extended Text Discussion

Using text evidence to write in response to reading

















It changes drastically across grades 4-12.

It increases in length & complexity:

abstract vocabulary terms

dense concepts

network of related concepts

sentence structure

text organization (text structure)

 







Text Complexity
Text is a shifting landscape
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Unit 4, Section 4a.2 – Text Complexity







The content-area texts that secondary students use is a shifting landscape with rough terrain because text increases in both:

length

 complexity:

abstract terminology or vocabulary

dense concepts

complicated network of related concepts

 complicated sentence structure

 complicated text organization – or text structure



The skills that students learn up until fourth grade are absolutely critical to later success, but they are simply not enough because the landscape of text shifts 

from grade to grade

across content-areas

from text to text (there are a lot of differences between texts at the same grade level)
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		Text Excerpts About Seeds				

		Elementary Level		Middle School Level		High School Level

		Plants and Seeds
You have read that some simple plants don’t have roots, stems, or leaves.  These simple plants don’t have seeds either.  They reproduce by spores		Characteristics of Seedless Vascular Plants
The odd-looking plants in the ancient forests were the ancestors of three groups of plants, that are alive today – ferns, club mosses, and horsetails.  Ferns and their relatives share two characteristics.  They have vascular tissue and use spores to reproduce.		Bryophyta
Bryophyta, the mosses, are nonvascular plants that rely on osmosis and diffusion to transport materials.  However, some mosses have elongated cells that conduct water and sugars.  Moss plants are usually less than 5cm tall and have leaf life structures that are usually only one to two cells thick. Their spores are formed in capsules.

		The seed is the first stage of growth in many plants that have roots, stems, and leaves.  However, not all of these plants produce seeds.  Ferns are examples of this kind of plant. These spores are found on the bottom of the fern leaves, or fronds.		Vascular Tissue:  
What adaptations allowed plants to grow very tall?  Unlike the mosses, the ancient trees were vascular plants – plants that are better suited to life on land than are nonvascular plants.  This is because vascular tissue solves the problems of support and transportation.  Vascular tissue transports water quickly and efficiently through the plant’s body.  It also transports the food produced in the leaves to other parts of the plant, including the roots.		Psilophyta
Psilophytes, known as whisk ferns, consist of thin, green stems.  The psilophytes are unique vascular plants because they have neither roots nor leaves. Small scales that are flat, rigid, overlapping structures cover each stem.  The two known genera of psilophytes are tropical or subtropical.  Only one genus is found in the southern United States.


		Review question:
What is a seed?		Review question:
What adaptation allowed plants to grow tall?		Review question:
Describe the main difference between bryophytes and psilophytes.



Vocabulary, Network of Concepts, Sentence Complexity
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Unit 4, Section 4a.2 – Text Complexity



This slide illustrates how the landscape of text changes in vocabulary, concept networks, and sentence complexity across the grades from elementary to middle to high school.  

Model for participants the analysis of these texts across the grades by pointing out the three aspects of text language below. (Also see Activity box in Facilitator’s Notes) Between each modeling segment, challenge participants to identify another word or portion from text that illustrates the same aspect of text that was modeled:

Vocabulary words:  

    - word complexity increases:  Both general academic vocabulary (i.e., produce) and discipline-

      specific vocabulary increases (i.e., vascular,  psilophyta).

    - density of technical words increases:  Text at the higher levels become increasingly dense 

      with technical terms.  This is particularly true for science content area texts.



Network of concepts: The concepts become increasingly more abstract and rely on sophisticated knowledge and application of previously acquired concepts.



Sentence complexity:  Text at the higher levels contain longer sentences that are more complex.    

    - Longer sentences often rely on words that are simple (which, who, that, but, if, or) but carry important ideas that connect one part of a sentence to another. Content area comprehension and learning often hinge student ability to recognize and use simple cohesive devices that can mislead a reader into thinking that the text is easier than it really is. What makes sentences challenging is not the words themselves, or even the longer sentences.  It is the complex relationship among ideas signaled through connective words in the middle of long, complicated sentences that make it challenging.

NOTE: Coordinate this activity with the next slide. While modeling, have participants relate the complexity of the word, concept, or sentence to the array graphic on the next slide and/or on Handout 2 – Qualitative Dimensions of Text Complexity Chart.
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Purpose: Determine what distinguished the reading performance of students likely to succeed in college and not.

Process:

Set benchmark score on the reading test shown to

                be predictive of success in college (“21”) .

Looked at results from a half million students.

Divided texts into three levels of complexity:

                  uncomplicated, more challenging, and complex.                                
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Purpose: Determine what distinguished the reading performance of students likely to succeed in college and not.

Process:

Set benchmark score on the reading test shown to

                be predictive of success in college (“21”) .

Looked at results from a half million students.

Divided texts into three levels of complexity:

                  uncomplicated, more challenging, and complex. 

                               

Question type (main idea, word meanings, details is NOT the chief differentiator between students scoring above and below the benchmark.

Question level (higher order vs. lower order; literal vs. inferential) is NOT the chief differentiator between students either.

What students could read, in terms of its complexity--rather than what they could do with what they read—is greatest predictor of success.                            
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Next Generation Content Area Reading – Professional Development (NGCAR-PD)

Close reading, text based questions, text based discussions, and writing in response to reading



Emphasizes reading deeply in multiple disciplines about multiple topics - comprehension strategies are taught in an integrated fashion with instructional coherence and direct application.



Fosters respect for the discipline while providing the necessary scaffolds for students to successfully extract meaning from text and walk away with deep understanding of the content being taught

















The elements of the NGCAR –PD assist teachers in altering instruction that is sufficiently powerful and adaptive to teach students to apply thinking skills to deepen understanding of complex texts and to ensure students walk away with deep understanding of concepts taught. 

Middle and High School Students who achieve Level 2 on FCAT Reading and do not have decoding or text reading efficiency issues may be served in a content area reading course.
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Intervention

Ensure adequate instructional time to help all students perform at higher levels of reading and writing – extended time

Must meet students specific needs based on multiple data points

Increased text reading, discussing content and concepts derived from reading, and writing in response to text in all classes throughout the day

Students need to develop the cognitive endurance to maintain attention to more extended discourse to monitor their own comprehension, and to use various fix-up procedures if comprehension is not occurring. 

















Comprehension Instructional Sequence
(CIS)

Step One



Handout  1 & 2













Unit 1, Session 2 – Comprehension Instructional Sequence 



Slide 2  (1 minute) Modeling will start with Step One of the sequence 

Re-orient participants to Handout 1 - the CIS Flowchart 
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Hook Question

Before reading: 

	

What qualifies as an addiction?
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Unit 1, Session 2 – Comprehension Instructional Sequence 



Slide 3  (10 minutes)  Task: Set the purpose for reading. Teach from an essential questions to bring world relevance to text reading:



Hook Question (Before reading): Based on your perspective, in social revolutions, how often do the ends justify the means?

 

ALWAYS

SOMETIMES

ALMOST NEVER



Teacher (facilitator) asks the question on the slide and leads a whole class discussion based on the question.  Provide an example such as during the American Revolution, American Patriots confiscated property from and even hung some British Loyalists.  Was this okay?

 

Purpose:  To bring world relevance to text reading.



Briefly review Handout 2 – the CIS plan with participants.
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Predictive Writing

	Before text reading: Use the Essential Question Handout to record your answer to this question:  



	Predict how environmental factors can effect personal health.



	Base your response on your current background knowledge. 
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Unit 1, Session 2 – Comprehension Instructional Sequence 





Slide 4  (10 minutes) Facilitator directs participants to the Handout 4 – the essential question handout in the Participant’s Handbook and participants write in response to the predictive essential question statement. 



If participants do not quickly respond, you may note that a written response of, “I have no idea,” may be appropriate at this point in instruction.



As participants complete this activity, point them toward Handout 3 - “The Revolutionary War – Military Affairs, from: History of the United States” by Charles A. Beard and Mary R. Beard (1921) and explain that this is the text that will be used for multiple activities in this session.
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Vocabulary Front Loading

Words for Vocabulary Word Wall:  

Words introduced in this section: anterior cingulated cortex, medial orbiofrontal cortex  

Word introduced previously in text-reading:  sustainable
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Handout 4













Unit 1, Session 2 – Comprehension Instructional Sequence 



Slide 5 (15 minutes) Introduce the words encampment (paragraph 1) and pretensions (paragraph 9) from Handout 3.  Note that the word “camp” appears in encampment, that “en” means “in” and “ment” means that an action was taken.  Knowing this helps us to ascertain that the word encampment has to do with troops being camped in an area.  The word pretensions is very similar to the word “pretend”.  Connecting this to the context of the sentence leads us to believe that the word means some kind of a claim, which is probably false.

 

Direct the students to the words privateers (paragraph 3), guerrilla (paragraph 4), and reluctance (paragraph11). The phrase containing privateers reads, “…falling prey to daring privateers and fleet American war vessels.”  This along with the connection to the word “private” would lead us to believe that privateer has to do with a privately owned war vessel.  The phase containing guerrilla reads, “…they were harassed and worried by the guerrilla warriors…”.  The context would insinuate that guerrilla is a particularly fierce type of warrior since they were worried by them.  The phrase containing the word reluctance reads, “…expressed a reluctance at fighting against their own kin; but they obeyed orders.”  This would indicate that they were ordered to fight against their own kin, and they did, but they didn’t want to. The term reluctance would seem related with not wanting to do something.  More precise meanings would be determined for these terms using a student-friendly dictionary or by providing a student-friendly definition. 



Direct the students to the word sallies (paragraph 7).  While context can be used to infer this might be troops of some kind, this is an archaic word.  Tell the students it means to set out suddenly from a defensive position to attack an enemy.  
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Text Marking

Listen as the facilitator reads the following text:

	“Food Addiction Works Like Drug Addiction in the Brain”

	Mark the text with the following codes:

	H – This section of text includes information 	presented as a scientific hypothesis. 

	FI – This section of text includes information 	presented as a scientific finding.

	FA – This section of text includes information 	presented as a scientific fact.
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Handout 4













Unit 1, Session 2 – Comprehension Instructional Sequence 



Slide 6 (15 minutes) -  Text Marking

A. Teacher points students to the question: Which factors affecting the American Patriots were pivotal to the outcome of the American Revolution?  and notes the coding system on the slide. Teacher reads aloud the first two paragraphs on page 1 in The Revolutionary War – Military Affairs and models the text marking process through a think aloud. The teacher may continue reading aloud in the text. Reading the passage aloud may bridge any decoding issues students scoring at Level 1 or Level 2 to help provide access to complex text. It would not always be necessary to read aloud the entire passage; the teacher would make this determination based upon the needs of the class.

 

B.  As students listen and follow along in their text, students mark/code their text.

 

Question: Which factors affecting the American Patriots were pivotal to the outcome of the American Revolution?

 

T – Threat to the American Patriots

H – Hopeful for the American Patriots

N – Neutral 

 

[Teachers may consider dividing students into two groups and having the second group code the text as follows:

•T – Threat to the British Monarchy

•H – Hopeful for the British Monarchy

•N – Neutral]

 

NOTE TO FACILITATOR REGARDING HOW TO HANDLE READING ALOUD TEXT:

It is important for the participants to understand the value of reading aloud text to support ALL students. Reading aloud bypasses the decoding barriers for students with difficulties in text reading efficiency. 



At facilitator’s discretion, the facilitator continues to read aloud the rest of the article, or read another section of the article, or have participants read silently. Participants continue marking text.
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Text Marking

After text marking:



In small groups, compare and discuss differences in text coding. 

Support your suggested answers from the text. 
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Unit 1, Session 2 – Comprehension Instructional Sequence 



Slide 7  (7 minutes) After reading the text aloud, invite participants to ask questions they had about the text while listening and discuss differences in text coding.
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First Writing Response After Initial  Reading

	After the initial reading, use the Essential Question Handout in the participant notebook to answer the following question:

  

According to the text and your  text-marking discussion, which environmental factors strongly effect personal health? Use the text to support your response.
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Handout 3













Unit 1, Session 2 – Comprehension Instructional Sequence 



Slide 8 (5 minutes) Complete step two of Handout 4. Be sure to highlight the fact that the participants should go back to the text to support their answers. 
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Directed Note-taking


	Guiding Question:  According to the article, which factors impact health choices?

Visual Cues

Food Selection

Brain Function

Personal Response

	Be sure to utilize the text features such as charts, graphs, photographs, and illustrations as you take notes
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Handout 5













Unit 1, Session 2 – Comprehension Instructional Sequence 



Slide 9 (15 minutes) Students read the same text, The Revolutionary War – Military Affairs, and engage in directed note-taking using Handout 5 - Directed Note-Taking Handout: 

Before reading, present a guiding question to direct students’ thinking while they read and take notes. Guiding Question:  Which of the following caused a significant impact on the outcome of the American Revolution?

 

Geography/Sea/Supply Lines 

Military Personnel

Women/Domestic Industry

Public Morale

 

Have students read independently, in pairs, or in small groups.  Throughout this time, the teacher can scaffold a small group of students who may have difficulty reading the text effortlessly to support their text reading and note-taking.  



Oftentimes, text features such as charts, graphs, photographs, and illustrations are “invisible text” to students.  Students should be guided to use these resources in a text to help facilitate comprehension.



NOTE: The Directed Note-taking handout (and all other Graphic Organizers used in NGCAR-PD) should facilitate discussion and are not designed to be used as individual student worksheets.
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After Directed Note-taking


Compare notes in pairs or small groups

Take a position and discuss which of the following factors have the most significant impact health choices. Use text to justify all positions.

Place a star next to the most significant note in  each category:

Visual Cues

Food Selection

Brain Function

Personal Response
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Unit 1, Session 2  – Comprehension Instructional Sequence

Slide 10 (8 minutes)

After participants finish their note-taking:

Have participants compare notes (in pairs or in small I)

Compare notes in pairs or small groups.

Place a star next to the most significant note in each category: 

Geography/Sea/Supply Lines 

Military Personnel

Women/Domestic Industry

Public Morale
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Comprehension Instructional Sequence
(CIS)

Step Two













Unit 1, Session 2 – Comprehension Instructional Sequence 



Step Two (45 minutes)



Tasks:  Teacher models the generation of a complex question based on a section of text, relating to a broad perspective or issue.  Students record the questions, and then students re-read the text to generate their own questions.  



Purpose:  To provide students with a demonstration of question generation and the opportunity for them to interact with the text by generating questions to further deepen their comprehension.
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Question Generation






   

Generate questions unanswered from your first text reading.  Record your questions on your Student Question Generation paper as you work in pairs or small groups. 

   

Do olfactory (smelling) cues have the same effect?

How many other known visual cues are believed to have a similar effect on brain function?
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Handout 5













Unit 1, Session 2 – Comprehension Instructional Sequence 



Slide 13  (20 minutes) Teacher models the generation of a complex question based on a section of text, relating to a broad perspective or issue.  Students record the questions, and then students re-read the text to generate their own questions.  

 

Model re-reading a portion of the text (paragraph four on pages 1 and 2 of The American Revolution – Military Affairs, from: History of the United States) and generate a high-level question that relates to the growing discontent of France’s Third Estate.

During the time of the American Revolution, why did only a small portion of the American people live in towns?

Display the question. Students/participants copy the questions on the Questions section of their Directed Note-taking paper to generate questions yet unanswered from their first text reading.  Students record their questions on page two of Handout 5 - their Student Question Generation paper as they work in pairs or small groups. 
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Question Generation








Share questions with the whole group to identify which are common, and which questions are most relevant to the topic and/or significant to learning



Record/post common and relevant/significant questions on the Question Generation Poster for future use in:

- extended text discussion

seeking answers in text-reading throughout the  

  remainder of the chapter/unit

focusing on unanswered questions in collaborative 

  inquiry. 
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Unit 1, Session 2 – Comprehension Instructional Sequence 



Slide 14 (25 minutes)  NOTE TO FACILIATORS:

“Question generation is different from question answering in that the emphasis is on students producing the questions they need (or want) to answer from reading a passage. To teach this strategy, “good” question generation needs to be modeled for students and students need to be actively involved in the process of activating prior knowledge, comparing it to what might be expected from the passage, and generating questions to fill the gaps. Question generation is an extremely potent technique, showing larger effects than other comprehension strategy instruction techniques.” from  Elements of Successful Reading Instruction, Center on Innovation and Improvement, Michael Kamil (2008)



To conclude question generation, the teacher:

has students share their questions with the whole class to identify which questions they have in common, and which questions are most relevant or significant to their learning

records/posts common and relevant/significant questions on Handout 6 - the Question Generation Poster for future use in:

extended text discussion

seeking answers in text-reading throughout the remainder of the chapter/unit

focusing on unanswered questions in collaborative inquiry. 

 

The teacher or the students themselves can post student questions and classify them by categories established during the discussion to reinforce the Social Studies skills of sourcing and corroboration as students search, locate, and validate answers to some of the questions throughout the remainder of the unit.
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Comprehension Instructional Sequence
(CIS)

Step Three













Unit 1, Session 2 – Comprehension Instructional Sequence 



(45 minutes)
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Text Based Essential Questions








According to the text and further discussion, which environmental factor most strongly effects personal health?



Use information from notes to help write final response on the Essential Question Handout.

Share answers in small groups. 

As part of whole class discussion, record responses to the 

	essential question in multiple choice format.
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Handout 5













Unit 1, Session 2 – Comprehension Instructional Sequence 



Slide 16  (30 minutes) Develop an essential question aligned to FCAT Item Specifications.  Questions from the textbook may be adapted to align with the specifications. Point participants to the following essential question for the example lesson: [This question aligns with Language Arts Benchmark LA.910.1.7.4 (2007) - The student will identify cause-and-effect relationships in text.]

 

According to the text, which factor most significantly impacted the outcome of the American Revolution?

 

Direct students to use information from their completed graphic organizer/notes to help write their final response to the essential question on the Essential Question Handout. Direct students to Handout 5 - their completed Directed Note-Taking Handout as a tool for responding to the essential question.

 

Students share their answers with a partner or in small groups. Students who have difficulty reading the text effortlessly may need to partner with another student within their small group to complete this task.

 

As part of whole class discussion, record student responses to the essential question in multiple choice format. (See Sample Responses in box below) Teachers record responses below the essential question, using:

The most relevant word, phrase, or sentence for the correct answer

A variety of plausible words, phrases, or sentences as distracters

 

SAMPLE RESPONSES

 

According to the text, which factor most significantly impacted the outcome of the American Revolution?

 A. Geography/Sea/Supply Lines 

 B. Military Personnel

C. Women/Domestic Industry

 D. Public Morale
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 The Comprehension Instructional Sequence Facilitates Students:

Using background knowledge, i.e., predicting, inferring

Identifying key ideas from text

Learning and using text structures

Monitoring comprehension and employing fix-up strategies

Using a variety of reading strategies effectively

Paraphrasing, explaining, and summarizing information to construct conclusions

Engaging in question generation

Extended text discussion and writing
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Unit 1, Session 2 – Comprehension Instructional Sequence 



Slide 17 (7 minutes) Indicate to participants that additional writing and research activities can be incorporated into the sequence.  Ask the participants, now with their “teacher hats” on to discuss the value of what they just experienced.  What aspects of the sequence are especially powerful in this type of teaching?  Point out the strategies on the slide that were used in the CIS and ask groups to share out others.



Share and discuss with participants the other sample CIS Units provided as Handouts 7-20. There are two short stories The Interlopers and The Two Brothers (language arts) and a science article, Stranglers of the Tropics.



Questions?

Thank You!
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Directed Note-Taking

Page 2 Question Generation

Directions:  Record notes containing the most important information relevant to the guiding question.

		

		



 “Food Addiction Works Like Drug Addiction in the Brain” 

Huffington Post





		

		

Guiding Question:  According to the article, which factors impact health choices?





		Para-graph #

		NOTES

		Check relevant categories below



		

		

		Visual Cues

		Food Selection

		Brain Function



		Personal Response





		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		



		

		

		

		

		



		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		



		

		

		

		

		



		



		

		

		

		

		



		



		

		

		

		

		



		



		

		

		

		

		



		











Handout 5



Directions:  Record questions that you have based on your notes and text-reading.





		

		



“Food Addiction Works Like Drug Addiction in the Brain” 

Huffington Post





		

		

QUESTIONS





		Para-graph #

		Question

		Check relevant categories below



		

		

		Visual Cues

		Food Selection

		Brain Function



		Personal Response
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Seeing a milkshake can activate the same areas of the brain that light up when an addict sees
cocaine, U.S. researchers said on Monday.


The study helps explain why it can be so hard for some people to maintain a healthy weight,
and why it has been so difficult for drugmakers and health experts to find obesity treatments
that work.


"If  certain  foods are addictive,  this may partially explain  the difficulty people experience in
achieving sustainable weight  loss,"  Ashley Gearhardt of  Yale University in  Connecticut and
colleagues wrote in the Archives of General Psychiatry.


Gearhardt's team wanted to see what happens in the brain when young women are tempted
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Handout 4







by a tasty treat.


They used a type of brain imaging known as functional magnetic resonance imaging, or fMRI,
to  study  brain  activity  in  48 young  women  who were offered  a chocolate milkshake or  a
tasteless solution. Women in the study ranged from lean to obese.


The team found  that  seeing  the milkshake triggered  brain  activity in  the anterior cingulate
cortex and  the medial  orbitofrontal  cortex --  brain  areas  that  have been  implicated  in  an
addict's urge to use drugs.


Story continues below
ADVERTISEMENT


And this activity was higher among women in the study who had high scores on a scale that
assessed their eating habits for signs of addictive behavior.


"These findings support the theory that compulsive food consumption may be driven in part by
an  enhanced  anticipation  of  the rewarding  properties  of  food,"  Gearhardt  and  colleagues
wrote.


People who are addicted to a substance are more likely to react with physical, psychological
and behavioral changes when exposed to that substance. Altering visual "cues" -- billboards of
tempting treats, for example -- might help curb the urge to indulge, they said.


"Ubiquitous food advertising and the availability of inexpensive palatable foods may make it
extremely difficult  to adhere to healthier  food  choices because the omnipresent  food  cues
trigger the reward system," they wrote.


The study suggests that advertising might also play a role in the nation's obesity problem, and
future studies should look at whether food ads trigger this same kind of brain activity.


Obesity is one of the biggest health challenges facing the United States, and health officials
already added a requirement to President Barack Obama's new healthcare law requiring that
restaurants add calorie counts to their menus.


(Editing by Laura MacInnis)


Copyright 2011 Thomson Reuters. Click for Restrictions.
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